
The Preschool Climate of Healthy Interactions for Learning and 

Development (CHILD) is a tool for assessing the mental 

health climate in early childhood care settings. “Preschool mental 

health climate refers to the set of interactions between and among 

early care and education staff, children, and families that enable 

them all to realize their full potential, cope with daily demands and 

stresses, and work productively in an empowering environment 

conducive to development and learning”. 1 The CHILD records the 

quality of interactions on a spectrum.  The positive end of the 

spectrum is characterized as promoting children’s mental health, the 

middle characterized as baseline expectations, and the negative end 

as undermining mental health.  

In this week’s newsletter, we will discuss the social and emotional learning dimension of the CHILD 

framework, which focuses on social emotional skill-building, talking about feelings, social problem 

solving, and developing positive relationships between children.   The intent of the social and emotional 

learning dimension “staff capitalizes on opportunities to talk about feelings,” is to foster emotional 

literacy for lifelong success.  This looks like early childhood education (ECE) staff successfully taking 

advantage of various opportunities to process not only the child’s feelings but also the feelings of other 

children and staff. Furthermore, this includes promoting opportunities to talk about feelings and guiding 

children to healthy resolutions when their feelings are very strong.     

When ECE staff are promoting opportunities to talk about 

feelings with the children they work serve, they are 

demonstrating an advanced level of teaching children about 

their feelings.   This would include going 

beyond acknowledging a feeling to processing the feeling and 

furthermore linking the emotion or feeling to a behavior.  

This would also include using external tools such as a feelings 

chart, introducing ways to regulate emotions such as breathing 

techniques, or using questions to promote children thinking 

about why they feel the way they do. Staff may also help children express strong emotions in healthy 

ways rather than physical ways, such as giving them language to describe their feelings.  This might look 

like a teacher encouraging children to talk with each other when both are upset regarding a dispute over 

a toy. “Johnny, how do you think Cooper felt when you took the toy out of his hand, how might you talk 

with him about it, what might you say?” “What were you feeling when you did that?”   

When ECE staff are undermining opportunities to talk about feelings they ignore opportunities to 

engage with children around feelings or prevent any conversations around emotions from 

occurring.  This could look like an ECE provider being dismissive regarding feelings and emotions 

throughout the day.  This might look like a teacher saying, “Don’t be sad, we’re happy in this 

classroom,” instead of talking with the child about why they might be sad.      

 
1 Gilliam, W and Reyes, C. 2016. The PreK CHILD draft manual. Preschool climate of healthy interactions for 
learning and development: an assessment of the preschool mental health climate (draft manual). 



We have included a feelings chart to facilitate conversations about feelings. When a child is displaying 

an emotion, the teacher can pause and ask the child to point to the face portrays what the child is 

feeling. These charts can be used to help children not only describe their emotions, but the emotions of 

peers, staff, characters in books or their imaginative play. Feeling charts are most helpful when children 

do not yet have the words to describe their feelings or they are so upset they cannot access language to 

describe how they are feeling. After the child identifies his/her emotions, it is helpful for the teacher to 

summarize, connecting the emotion to behaviors or the child’s expression of that emotion, while also 

acknowledging what triggered the emotion. For example, “I can see that you are mad, Cooper! You are 

mad that Johnny took the toys from you. I know because your face turned red and your voice got 

loud.”   

Teaching Children Problem Solving Skills      

Children need adult guidance to learn how to solve problems in the same way adults teach children 

other life skills. Problem solving refers to when children encounter an issue and learn through guidance 

how to resolve it themselves. For example, issues that children need problem solving skills for include, a 

conflict with a peer, frustration by a task that they cannot figure out how to do, such as learning a new 

game, or being unable to calm themselves down when upset.  

 As adults, you can teach children by talking 

through their problem with them, naming and 

validating their feelings, modeling healthy problem 

solving skills, and supporting children in finding 

solutions. Teacher prescribed solutions do not 

allow children to critically think about the situation 

or put themselves in somebody else’s shoes. You 

will need to scaffold problem solving and may need 

to provide some ideas.   

Avoid: “Margo’s playing with the fire truck. Go find 

a different toy to play with/ ask for a turn.”   

Try: “It is really hard when someone is playing with 

a toy you want. Both you and Margo want to play with the fire truck. What do you think we should do?”   

If the child needs ideas you could give her/him a couple choices: “You could ask Margo if you could have 

a turn (a turn taking timer might be helpful), or we could find some other trucks for you to play with.”    

Social problem solving is an emerging skill for young children. They need the support of adults to help 

them generalize problem solving skills. One way to scaffold problem-solving it to offer visuals of 

potential solutions. The Solution Cards included in this newsletter are small pictures that can prompt 

and support problem solving. When a conflict emerges, teachers can ask children to stop, take a deep 

breath, and look through the cards picking out a solution that feels best for them. Keeping the cards on 

a ring or even attach them to a lanyard for easy access. 

 

 



Facilitating Positive Relationships Between Children   

Playing together, sharing, turn-taking, resolving conflict and finding joy in peer interactions are all 

important life skills that young children are learning. They need practice to develop these skills. Adults 

play a key role in facilitating relationships and helping children build healthy peer interactions. 

Promoting these skills includes caregivers use of scaffolding, facilitation that gives agency to children, 

intentional modeling, and promotion of group collaboration. Here are 7 ways to provide opportunities 

for children to develop relationships with peers.2  

1. Encourage, when appropriate, children 

to turn to peers for assistance and 

guidance. E.g. “Omar, you are trying to 

remember the words to Row Your Boat. 

Eula May loves singing that song. How 

about asking her what the words are?”    

2. Ask children to think about how their 

behavior might affect others. E.g. “You 

started yelling when Eula May was talking. 

How do you think that made her feel?”  

3. Help children to see others point of 

view. This helps children think of their peer’s points of view and build empathy. E.g. “Eula May is crying 

because she fell and scraped her knee. It hurt and was scary.”    

4. Point out opportunities for inclusion. E.g. “It looks like Omar is watching you having fun going down 

the slide. Would you like to invite him to join you?”     

5. Encourage children to work in groups or teams “Omar and Eula May, please be my cleanup team and 

help each other put all the blocks away.”   

6. Point out positive interactions between peers. “Eula May, you brought Omar his water bottle. You 

were being such a thoughtful friend.”   

7. Model positive interpersonal interactions. “I am going to share my crayons with Eula May because 

that is what a kind friend does.” Or “Thank you Ms. Tallulah for cleaning the tables while I read a book. 

We are a good team and I really appreciate your help.”  

 One way to promote positive relationships with peers is to acknowledge students that have 

demonstrated skills in cooperation, sharing, compassion and kindness. We have included a “Super 

Friend Award” that can be given daily or weekly to a child that has shown skill in being a friend. It is 

important when presenting the award that the teacher is clear and specific around the skill the child has 

demonstrated to earn the award. For example, “Sadie will the Super Friend Award because she offered 

to help her friend Mikey clean up the paint that he spilled. She was kind and compassionate to Mikey.” 

 

 
2 Zero to Three (2010). Tips on Helping Your Child Build Relationships. Retrieved from 
https://www.zerotothree.org/resources/227-tips-on-helping-your-child-build-relationships. 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


